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SysEB election results announced 

A number of offices were open for SysEB in the ESA general elections that closed August 12th. 

We are very happy to announce that the following members have been elected: 

 

SysEB Vice President-Elect: Jennifer Zaspel 

SysEB Section Treasurer: Aaron Smith 

SysEB Representative to the ESA Governing Board: Jessica Ware 

SysEB Representatives to Journal Editorial Boards: 

Insect Systematics and Diversity: Anthony Cognato 

Annals of the ESA: Marc Branham 

Journal of Insect Science: Jessica Ware 

Thomas Say: John Oswald 

 

Thanks to all SysEB members who participated in this election, and please join us in 

congratulating these members, and thanking them for their service to SysEB! 

 

Snodgrass Award for 2017 

The Snodgrass Award recognizes outstanding research by a graduate student who has 

completed a research thesis or dissertation in arthropod morphology, systematics, taxonomy, or 

evolution.  We are pleased to announce that the 2017 recipient of this award is Sandra Schachat, 

Stanford University, for her MS thesis work: The evolution of wing pattern in Micrtopterigidae.  

Ms. Schachat will give a presentation on her work at the SysEB section meeting in Denver. 

 

Looking forward to Entomology 2017 in Denver 

We hope you will all be able to join us on November 6th for the SysEB section meeting in 

Denver (don’t forget, advance registration ends September 13th!).  We are still in the midst of 

planning, but we are happy to announce that our plenary speaker for the event will be Professor 

Adriana Briscoe, UC Irvine, who will give a presentation entitled Butterflies as Models for 

Understanding the Evolution of Color Vision and Coloration in Insects.  Other programming will 

include updates on SysEB activities this year, including an update from Jim Whitfield on 

developments with our new journal, Insect Systematics and Diversity. 

 

Judges needed! Volunteer today!  



Many of our members have already volunteered, but we are still in need of judges for 

presentations and posters in the student competitions in Denver.  To sign up for judging please e-

mail Chris Beatty at christopher.beatty@cornell.edu or Andrew Short at aezshort@ku.edu. 

 

Annals Launches New Special Collection on Science Communication 

Communication with non-scientists is an increasingly important part of many scientists’ work. 

To help inspire discussion and engagement around science communication among 

entomologists, the Annals of the Entomological Society of America has published a Science 

Communications Collection in the September 2017 issue of the journal. This special collection 

examines science communication from multiple angles, including methods that can be used by 

museums and collections to engage public interest online, the use of comics in science 

communications, how social media can help combat research isolation, and more.  

  

Science communication will also be a key theme at the 2017 ESA Annual Meeting. In support of 

that theme, print copies of this special issue will be made available to all conference attendees in 

Denver this November.  

 

Insect Systematics and Diversity on its way 

We are please to announce that Insect Systematics and Diversity (ISD), the new ESA journal 

focused on the research of SysEB members, will publish its first issue in the coming months.  A 

lot of work has gone into getting the journal up and running, and we would like to thank Editors-

in-Chief Sydney Cameron and Jim Whitfield, the editorial board, and all the subject editors for 

their hard work.  An announcement with more details on ISD will be coming to you soon. Jim 

Whitfield will give a short report on the journal status at the SysEB meeting in Denver, and will 

be available to answer your questions.  

 

Collections Workshop in Milwaukee was a great success! 

In July, the 2nd Entomological Collections Management Workshop was conducted at the 

Milwaukee Public Museum in Milwaukee, WI and the Field Museum of Natural History in 

Chicago, IL.  This year, there were 23 participants from all over North America, representing a 

wide range of experience and education levels.  The 4-day workshop was again led by David 

Furth of Furth Museum Consulting and Floyd Shockley of the Smithsonian Institution, 

supplemented with 4 additional instructors (Jennifer Zaspel of the MPM, Crystal Maier of the 

FMNH, Deb Paul and David Jennings from iDigBio) and 13 guest speakers.  The workshop 

sessions consisted of lectures in the morning and hands-on activities and demos in the afternoon, 

as well as Behind-the-Scenes tours at the two host museums, the Spacesaver/Viking cabinet 

factory, and the Pabst Brewery.  During the workshop, participants were exposed to a wide 

variety of topics, including but not limited to: collection digitization techniques; project 

management and workflows; collections management policies, procedures, and plans; collection 

profiling/assessment, collection curation, conservation, IPM, and issues related to shipping, 

regulatory compliance, personnel, security, building construction projects and planning, etc.  

Graduates of the program received individual certificates and a flash drive with all of the lectures 

and PDFs of thousands of documents related to CM issues gathered by the instructors. 
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ECMW participants for 2017. Photo courtesy of Matt Wooten, Digital Media Producer, 

Milwaukee Public Museum. 

 

Thanks to generous funding provided by NSF and administered through ESA, we were once 

again able to offer 16 travel scholarships to participants that lacked institutional support to attend 

the workshop.  We will be able to offer this same incentive next year, the final year in the 3-year 

planned cycle for this workshop series.  This program, developed and co-sponsored by the ECN 

and ESA-SysEB, was originally designed to target new collections managers and advanced 

students nearing the completion of their terminal degrees who were seeking employment 

working in collections. However, the workshop has proven itself to be equally attractive to 

museum directors, researchers, collections managers, curators, collections support staff and 

students alike.  We are hoping to host the workshop at a West Coast location, to be determined. 

 

 

SysEB expresses support for Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant program  

The National Science Foundation (NSF) issued a Dear Colleague letter in June announcing the 

end of the Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant (DDIG) program.  This is a tragic loss, 

because this program supported many innovative research theses; many SysEB members have 

been recipients of DDIG’s over the years. 

 

In response to this decision, a number of US scientific societies wrote letters of support, urging 

NSF to reconsider the closing of this program.  Based on concerns expressed by our own 

membership, SysEB issued a letter to NSF leadership expressing our sadness at the loss of the 

DDIG program, and our support for its reinstatement.  The text of that letter is below. 

 

     



France Córdova 

Director 

National Science Foundation 

 

James Olds 

Assistant Director, Bio Directorate 

National Science Foundation 

  

Dear Director Córdova and Assistant Director Olds: 

 

The Systematics, Evolution and Biodiversity (SysEB) section of the Entomological Society of America is 

composed of researchers investigating insect diversity at all levels.  We write to add our voice to those of 

a number of other US scientific societies to urge the National Science Foundation (NSF) to reverse its 

decision to discontinue the Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant (DDIG) program for the Division 

of Integrative Organismal Systems (IOS) and the Division of Environmental Biology (DEB). The loss of 

the DDIG program will have a significant impact on scientific innovation and the development of the next 

generation of researchers in the United States.  Student members of SysEB have done ground-breaking 

work with support from the DDIG program; many of our senior members are past DDIG recipients. 

 

While other programs, such as the Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) and the NSF 

Research Traineeship Program, support doctoral research, the DDIG is unique in a number of ways: 

 

 Applying for a DDIG provides PhD students with direct grant writing experience that they may 

not otherwise receive.  Recipients also develop skills in administering grant funding, developing 

independent research programs, and mentoring undergraduate students, who often also receive 

research support as a part of this program. 

 

 Having a DDIG provides flexibility and independence for students, especially for those whose 

advisors have limited funding. 

 

 DDIG recipients engage in creative and innovative projects that often expand beyond the 

expertise of their advisers, allowing them to develop as full-fledged scientists.  Our membership 

often needs support for research visits to museums and other institutions around the world; the 

opportunity to make this travel, to access research materials, and to interact with and learn from 

other academics is crucial to the work completed by SysEB students.  The DDIG program has 

been a great supporter of these research efforts. 

 

The DDIG’s modest award size means that NSF can invest in innovative science, with potentially high 

return-on-investment.  Rolling the funding for this program into the general funds for core programs will 

further consolidate funding in labs that already have NSF grants. If your action results in a major 

increase in grants awarded and includes funds for more studentships attached to larger grants, those 

funds are still going to fewer and fewer labs resulting in markedly fewer opportunities for and diversity of 

students in U.S. universities and lines of research. . 

 

We recognize the increasing burden on NSF staff and on the scientific community in assessing and 

administering these grants, but hope that solutions, such as volunteer reviewing or e-panels, can be found 

to streamline this process without losing the program entirely.  Our members stand ready to help find 

those solutions. 

 

We are grateful for the continued efforts of NSF personnel to support and promote science in the US and 

beyond.  We thank you for your consideration of our request. 



 

Sincerely, 

 

Christopher D. Beatty 

President, Systematics, Evolution and Biodiversity section, Entomological Society of America 

 

   


